Num’axes Canicalm
Ultrasonic and Vibration
Bark Control
3 Progressive Training Levels
Adjustable Bark Detection Sensitivity
Vocal Cord Vibration Activated
Magnetic Key Access Stimulation Modes
You may also try our Num’axes Canicalm Excel Dog Bark Collar for headstrong dogs
http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-excel-dog-bark-collar
http://www.thedogline.com.au/buy/canicalm-ultrasonic-and-vibration-bark-collar

3 LEVELS OF CORRECTION – PROGRESSIVE STIMULATIONS
The Canicalm Ultrasonic and Vibration Bark control collar can be change into 3 stimulation levels in
training your dog in reducing the nuisance barking. With your guidance and right selection of
stimulations either be Vibration only, Ultrasonic sound only, or Vibration + Ultrasonic sound, it will
surely be a successful training.
CHANGEABLE BARK DETECTION SENSITIVITY
Flexible bark sensitivity setting is a good feature that Num’axes Canicalm Sonic Bark control collar is
offering. You can choose from low, medium or high bark sensitivity. Depend on the intensity level of
training to match the character of your dog.
RECOGNIZE YOUR DOG’S BARK - VIBRATION ACTIVATED
The unique feature of Canicalm Ultrasonic Bark Collar is the vibration sensor activation. The device will
only be activated by the barking of your dog and nothing else. You can be confident that no over
correction will happen during the training of your dog.
EASY ACCESS TO POWER AND STIMULATION MODE SELECTIONS
No accidental changes of settings or power on/off of this Sonic Bark
Collar because you will need to use a magnetic key to access the
control.
AUTO RESTART SAFETY MODE
We always think about the positive and safety training for your dogs, so
the Canicalm Sonic will shut down for 15 seconds before restarting by
itself if the collar gets activated for 5 quick successions.
REPLACEABLE DURABLE LITHIUM BATTERY
If used on a daily basis of 12 hours and with 24 triggers a day, it will last for 90 days. This battery uses
power of 1.3 V CR2450 Lithium that is heavy duty and can last long. So it will be a great saving both for
money and effort.
ADJUSTABLE STRAP FOR MEDIUM TO LARGE DOGS
The Canicalm Sonic Bark Collar strap has the length of 64cm and width of 20mm that is comfortable fit
for the neck sizes from 17cm to 55cm that is safe to use for your pets that are hyper active.
NUM’AXES 2 YEAR WARRANTY
Sonic Anti Bark collar is covered by a 2 year warranty to guarantee best quality product for your dogs.
www.thedogline.com.au
www.thedogline.com.au/dog-barking-collars

